The eclecticism of Fratelli Boffi furnishes boutique hotels as well as glamorous nightclubs.
Fratelli Boffi have always thoroughly expressed themselves in the world of collective spaces and
contract both with custom-made designs and by adapting furniture ad hoc from the
catalogue collections.
In fact, with its eclectic vision and its predisposition to versatility, the company is able to create any kind
of background: from ritzy rooms in a luxury hotel to the glamorous spaces of a discoteque.
Hotel Matthiol – Zermatt (Switzerland)
Immersed in a relaxing, suggestive environment, Hotel Matthioll is located in Zermatt, on the slopes of
the stately, fascinating Mount Cervino. A haven of peace framed between two big chalets of stone and
wood presenting a highly harmonic contrast between rustic and modern styles, between tradition and
contemporary design.
In step with this philosophy, the style of Fratelli Boffi has become part of the warm, welcoming furniture
of these rooms: the Geranio dresser and the custom-made TV furniture complete the cosy space and
the breathtaking view of the Alpine landscape.
The unique charm and care for comfort of this structure reflect the refined cookery and its delightful
restaurant, where the craftmanship of Fratelli Boffi is once again prevailing, with the round dinner tables
and the bar stools.

Scheda progetto
Destination: Hotel Matthiol
Location: Zermatt
Year of creation: 2009
Fratelli Boffi products present: n.6 tables for restaurant; n. 8 rounded dinner tables; n.6 bar stools; n.10 TV furniture;
n.14 dressers Geranio

Jimmy’z d’Hiver – Montecarlo (France)

From the mountainside to the seaside, from the days to the effervescent
nights of the Côte d'Azur: for over thirty years the posh Jimmy'z has been
the meeting point of the international jet set and the busiest club of the
French Riviera.
In 2011 architect Piero Manara was called to create the new winter site of
this special nightclub and he collaborated with Fratelli Boffi to offer
customers an exclusive and unique experience.

The winter annex of this historical nightclub features a curvy, soft architecture and the furniture, created
ad hoc by the Brianza company, gives life to an intimate, captivating environment.

Stools, tables and stuffed benches in several shapes create private
lounges as well as convivial rooms, by livening up the club and by
conveying it even more fluency, highlighting its glittering, colourful
structure and animating the glamorous nights of the Riviera.

Project Factsheet
Destination: Jimmy’z d’Hiver
Location: Montecarlo
Designers: arch. Piero Manara (Casamanara)
Year of creation: 2011
Fratelli Boffi products present: all the furniture are produced by Fratelli Boffi srl and designed by Arch. Manara
102 bar stools; 75 steel small tables; upholstered benches in various sizes and models
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